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CleanSweep is a lightweight utility that enables you to clear some of the junk files that eat up space and affect the overall functionality of the PC. Clean temporary files with just one click The program is not trully portable, but you do not need to bother with installation or configuration. The app comes with a minimalistic interface that
includes a single window displaying all available options. In the upper section of the GUI, you can select the junk files that you want to remove, be it general temporary files, setup files or Internet files. Once you make the selection, you can hit the Sweep it! Button and all should be cleared in a matter of seconds. In the lower section of the
interface, you can preview the log with information about the app's actions. The tool shows the sizes of the directories that hold the temporary files before and after cleaning. At the same time, it presents how much space you managed to save following the sweep. As you probably expected, the log can be cleared completely or you can copy
parts of all of it to clipboard or other third-party tools. All in all, CleanSweep is a lightweight tool that can be used daily to clear up all sorts of temporary files accumulated by using your computer. It is blazing fast and can help prevent junk files from piling up to the point when they become a nuisance. Features:The program is not trully
portable, but you do not need to bother with installation or configuration. The app comes with a minimalistic interface that includes a single window displaying all available options. In the upper section of the GUI, you can select the junk files that you want to remove, be it general temporary files, setup files or Internet files. Once you make
the selection, you can hit the Sweep it! Button and all should be cleared in a matter of seconds. In the lower section of the interface, you can preview the log with information about the app's actions. The tool shows the sizes of the directories that hold the temporary files before and after cleaning. At the same time, it presents how much
space you managed to save following the sweep. As you probably expected, the log can be cleared completely or you can copy parts of all of it to clipboard or other third-party tools. I really like this lightweight program for clearing unwanted files from your system without any hassle. This program is very easy to use and offers a one-click
solution to easily sweep all of the selected junk files. CleanSweep comes with a comprehensive tutorial and it's completely

CleanSweep Incl Product Key [Mac/Win]
Best Cleaner Files, Free & Privatize the cleaning! • Free without Install – Fast • Clean temporary files by one click! • No installation or waiting! • To clean, click "Clean Sweep", or set a date for a sweep. • The log can be cleared completely or copied to clipboard to remove or share with others. • If the Sweep log is cleared, there is an option to
export a zip archive of your Temporary Files. • Auto-delete the Sweep log after: 1 day, 1 week, 1 month, 2 months, 4 months or a year. • You can view the number of files cleaned and the number of megabytes cleared by size. • Free but Privatize your Temporary Files! • Program can be set as Default, Change Temp File Size Limit, Change
Daily Sweep Limit, Reset Sweep Date, reset sweep log, reset sweep log to initial settings or Auto reset sweep date at startup. • Invoker can be set to run at logon or startup. Ease of Use CleanSweep is a simple to use utility that enables you to clean all sorts of temporary files collected by using a PC. The program comes with a minimistic
interface which includes only one window displaying all available cleaning options and the Sweep it! button. To clean junk files, you just need to select the specific temporary files you want to delete from the drop-down list, hit the Sweep button, and press Enter. If you want to see the progress, you can look at the log while Junk Sweep is
cleaning the temporary files. When Sweep log is cleared, you can use Paste to place a copy of the log in another destination file or clipboard or use the export function to save the log in a zip archive for archive. In addition, you can specify the amount of time between each sweep by using the Sweep Log settings. Furthermore, you can specify
an option to notify all about the cleaning event. The task at hand does not require any installation and the process is very fast, from several minutes to a few seconds. System Requirements CleanSweep is a simple to use utility that can be used everyday to remove junk files from your computer. It is free of charge and does not require any
additional utilities to function. The program is portable and does not have any installation size. What's new in version 4.20: Version 4.20 introduces the “Sweep Auto Export Archive” option. Clean 3a67dffeec
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Junk files are part of using your computer. Regardless how hard you try, using the computer means it will accumulate all sorts of caches, temporary files, cookies, browsing history and other residues that take up a lot of space. Moreover, completely ignoring them is not a good idea, as the more junk, the more the performance of the
computer is affected. Clean temporary files with just one click The program is not trully portable, but you do not need to bother with installation or configuration. The app comes with a minimalistic interface that includes a single window displaying all available options. In the upper section of the GUI, you can select the junk files that you want
to remove, be it general temporary files, setup files or Internet files. Once you make the selection, you can hit the Sweep it! Button and all should be cleared in a matter of seconds. In the lower section of the interface, you can preview the log with information about the app's actions. The tool shows the sizes of the directories that hold the
temporary files before and after cleaning. At the same time, it presents how much space you managed to save following the sweep. As you probably expected, the log can be cleared completely or you can copy parts of all of it to clipboard or other third-party tools. A simple junk cleaner that can be used daily CleanSweep Publisher
Specifications: Save 20% on CleanSweep Save 20% on CleanSweep! Get to CleanSweep Download CleanSweep ￭ﾌﾆﾉｒｏｄｉｆｉａｅ ｈｅ ｒｅｓｔ ｅｅｓｓ How much is a good, fast backup? What to do when the PC got an error that requires re-installation of Windows and Office? How to keep a good backup? Until very recently, just writing the backup and
closing the process was good enough. Windows 7, Windows 8 or Windows 10 users may not remember the existence of the classic Backup. That is because the option to save automatically the recovery data in Windows 10 and Windows 8.1 was added recently in the

What's New In?
------------ CleanSweep is a freeware utility that enables you to delete temporary files, setup files, Internet files and caches easily. Junk files are part of using your computer. In addition to that, time to time, users face troubles related to the usage of their computer. As junk files are related to general usage of the computer, or even to some
errors made by the user, they tend to pile up over time. Once the junk files pile up, the computer may become slow or simply not able to run at all. Moreover, junk files accumulate over time and the more junk you have, the slower your PC will be. Therefore, CleanSweep is a solution to address these problems. Why is CleanSweep useful?
------------ The application is actually a scanner for temporary files and Internet files. It deletes these files from the computer and increases the speed of the device. The program is particularly useful to computers that have problems in filling the disk space. For instance, if you have a lot of unused or temporary files and you want to free some
disk space, you can use CleanSweep to delete all the files that are not needed to use the device. Another interesting function is to scan the Internet files for viruses or trojans and to free up space from those files. In addition to that, you can scan logs or temp files to find out which files take up a lot of space, and finally, scans for recycle.me
files. Usually, these files are created when you open an email attachment and your antivirus program cannot detect viruses and trojans in it. Hence, you can delete such files to free up disk space. What does CleanSweep do? ------------ This software has been designed to scan all sorts of files that can be considered temporary or junk. For
instance, files generated by installation processes or search engines. Internet files can be also scanned. Moreover, there are extra-options that can be used to remove pre-selected files. For instance, you can choose to remove only Internet files or files created during the last few days. Other options are also available, like selecting all files
that are created during the installation process or that have their size greater than 100 KB. As a matter of fact, the software has numerous additional features that are explained in the Help file. Final words ------------ CleanSweep is a quick utility that can be used when you need to free up space on the hard disk. It is not particularly heavy. It
scans some
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System Requirements:
Supported OS: Mac OS X 10.8 or higher Mac OS X 10.8 or higher Processor: 2 GHz Intel Core i3, 3.0 GHz Intel Core i5 2 GHz Intel Core i3, 3.0 GHz Intel Core i5 Memory: 2 GB RAM 2 GB RAM Graphics: Intel HD 4000 or AMD Radeon HD 7000 series (Malta XT or FirePro W8100) Intel HD 4000 or AMD Radeon HD 7000 series (Malta XT or FirePro
W8100) Hard Drive: 30 GB available space
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